Pearl S. Buck Writing Center 2020 Classes to Begin March 4

Please add the following classes and meetings to your community and events calendars.

The Pearl S. Buck Writing Center, organized and run by the Pearl S. Buck Volunteer Association, offers writing classes and book discussion groups at Pearl S. Buck International, 520 Dublin Rd, Perkasie, PA 18944. For more information and to register, go to www.pearlsbuck.org/writing-center.

**Writers Guild 2020**

March 15 through October 18, 2020  
Third Sunday of every month, 1–3 pm  
Fee and registration required.

Editor, Anne K. Kaler, Ph.D., leads this monthly group which offers critiques, sharing, and networking for adult writers at all levels.

**Memoir Writing**

March 4 through November 4, 2020  
First Wednesdays of every month, 1–3 pm  
Fee and registration required.

Whether you are thinking of writing a memoir or you already have some of it on paper, this is the class for you. Within the monthly format of lecture, discussion, in-class writing, and constructive feedback, we will cover theme, character arc, dialogue, and more. In addition, you will be enrolled in our private online group, where you can submit your own writing, respond to your classmates’ work, and discuss class readings provided by the instructor, Linda C. Wisniewski. Classes are held in the Cultural Center, 2nd floor.

**Pearl S. Buck Novel Discussion Group**

March 16 through October 19, 2020  
Third Monday of every month, 1–2:30 pm

Cindy Louden leads participants in a discussion of a different Pearl S. Buck book at each session. Classes are held in the Cultural Center, 2nd floor.
Short Stories Book Discussion Group

March 10 through October 13, 2020
Second Tuesday of every month from 10–11:30 am

The group will discuss selections from the collection titled Hearts Come Home by Pearl S. Buck (1962 or 1970 Edition). Classes are held in the Cultural Center, 2nd floor. Carol Breslin, PhD, a Pearl S. Buck scholar and Professor Emerita from Gwynedd Mercy University, leads this group.
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Pearl S. Buck International® provides opportunities to explore and appreciate other cultures, builds better lives for children around the globe and promotes the legacy of our founder by preserving and interpreting her National Historic Landmark Home.
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